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	This brilliantly illustrated manual on neck dissection is a roadmap for advanced surgeons and beginners alike. It guides the reader through the cervical structures with practical step-by-step exercises. The illustrations provide an overview of all relevant surgical anatomy important for the identification and treatment of oncologic patients. This book is divided into sections, starting with the most superficial and progressing to the deepest structures, illustrating the methods employed by surgeons operating in vivo.
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Essentials of Scientific Computing: Numerical Methods for Science and EngineeringWoodhead Publishing, 2008

	
		Modern development of science and technology is based to a large degree on computer modeling. To understand the principles and techniques of computer modeling, students should first get a strong background in classical numerical methods, which are the subject of this book. This text is intended for use in a numerical methods course...
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Biomechanical Systems TechnologyWorld Scientific Publishing, 2009
Because of rapid developments in computer technology and computational techniques, advances in a wide spectrum of technologies, coupled with cross-disciplinary pursuits between technology and its application to human body processes, the field of biomechanics continues to evolve. Many areas of significant progress include dynamics of musculoskeletal...
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Windows 7 Just the Steps For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2009
Just the steps you need to get going with Windows 7!

Coming in day and date with Microsoft's exciting release of the new Window 7 operating system, this friendly, accessible book shows you the features and functions you need from this exciting new operating system. Presented in a series of numbered steps that are concise, visually clear,...
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Pro ASP.NET 2.0 in C# 2005Apress, 2005
It’s not hard to get developers interested in ASP.NET. Without exaggeration, ASP.NET is the most complete platform for web development that’s ever been put together. It far outclasses its predecessor, ASP, which was designed as a quick-and-dirty set of tools for inserting dynamic content into ordinary web pages. By contrast, ASP.NET is...
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Algorithms (4th Edition)Addison Wesley, 2011

	This book is intended to survey the most important computer algorithms in use today, and to teach fundamental techniques to the growing number of people in need of knowing them. It is intended for use as a textbook for a second course in computer science, after students have acquired basic programming skills and familiarity with computer...
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Advanced Verification Techniques: A SystemC Based Approach for Successful TapeoutSpringer, 2004
"As chip size and complexity continue to grow exponentially, the challenges of functional verification are becoming a critical issue in the electronics industry. It is now commonly heard that logical errors missed during functional verification are the most common cause of chip re-spins, and that the costs associated with functional...
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